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Trays
Inspired by fresh ideas of global origin, we have created a 
sophisticated and subtle collection of trays. Luxury is melded 
with practicality, in the spirit of decorative objects. Global 
patterns, textures and layers are translated onto our pieces 
with traditional printing and hand-finishing techniques. 

The exceptional process contributes to the unique quality 
and authenticity of each tray. Whether you use them to 
serve drinks, or as exclusive pieces of art on the wall: the 
trays are sure to catch the eye.
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“While travelling through the blue ridge 
mountains, the vista became almost like a 

layered water color painting. Sky blues, grey 
and mist colors layered the horizon. As the 

sun was setting it took on a whole new color 
palette with warm autumn hues like  

sienna, sand, sepia.” 

Dawn Sweitzer, designer.
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GRAPHITE WABI SABI glass tray 
designed by dawn sweitzer

Hand painted base - silk-screen printed glass - wooden rim.

7

20580 71 x 36 x 3 cm

   28” x 14” x 1”

New shapes  
for the beloved  

Wabi Sabi collection. 
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BLUE WABI SABI glass tray 
designed by dawn sweitzer

Hand painted base - silk-screen printed glass - wooden rim.

8

20581 38 x 38 x 4 cm

   15” x 15” x 2” 

New shapes  
for the beloved  

Wabi Sabi collection. 
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CREAM WABI SABI glass tray 
designed by dawn sweitzer

Hand painted base - silk-screen printed glass - wooden rim.
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20582 51 x 51 x 4 cm

   20” x 20” x 2” 

New shapes  
for the beloved  

Wabi Sabi collection. 
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CLEAR mirror tray 
designed by dawn sweitzer

Heavy aged mirror - wooden rim.
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20570 38 x 38 x 4 cm    
   15”  x 15” x 2” 

20571 51 x 51 x 4 cm    
   20” x 20” x 2”

Square shapes  
now available in our most 

popular Classics collection. 
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Wall decor
From an elegant aged mirror that doubles as art 
to sleek wooden shelves: we provide the perfect 
finishing touches to tie any room together. Hang our 
pieces on their own or display a number of them in 
your space to make a bold statement.
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UTILITILE WALL HANGER - black
designed by patrick turner

Made from black tainted solid oak with a varnish finish.
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55101 40 x 4 x 40 cm    
   16” x 2” x 16”

Practical and 
beautiful, and now  

in black!
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SPHERE WALL MIRROR - umber

Clear mirror with a frame made from mineral powders, water, earth, natural 
colour pigments and metallic powders.
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25956 99 x 8 x 99 cm    
   39” x 1” x 39”

The unique  
Minerals finish  

now on the wall! 
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All novelties are now 
available on the  
Partner Portal.
Login on ethnicraft.com/login
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